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Defense Lawyers: Could this be called The Hauser Effect 

So-called scientific research has been taking it on the chin.  The "judges" in regulation, 
legislation and litigation, ranging from policy makers to jurors, have no blind faith in 
science.  So many of us have taken SSRI antidepressants or know of someone who did, 
only for more recent research to indicate that the SSRI is usually not effective in long-
term use except in cases of severe clinical depression.   

Now, the collapse of confidence in the scientific method and all we learned in higher 
education about the objective pursuit of new knowledge might have reached a tipping 
point.  This could be called The Hauser Effect.  

This is big.  That's because its setting in the prestigious university Harvard 
University.  As Nicholas Wade reports in THE NEW YORK TIMES: 

"Harvard University said Friday that it had found a prominent researcher, Marc Hauser, 
'solely responsible' for eight instances of scientific misconduct ... Dr. Hauser, a risng star 
for his explorations into cognition and morality, ... [said] 'I acknowledge that I made 
some significant mistakes.'" 

This is occurring during a period of globalization of higher education in which research 
universities compete with one another around the world for research grants, research stars, 
revenue from tuition from foreign students who usually pay the full cost without any 
financial aid, and the most visible footprint for academic excellence around the world. 

There's more.  While defense projects based on DNA evidence such as David Dow 
describes in his book AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF AN EXECUTION have embedded in the 
national consciousness a confidence in that kind of evidence, much of the rest of the so-
called scientific legal arguments are being met with skepticism, a demand for more 
information, or a consensus that the information is ambiguous.  Way back iin the 2005-
2006 Rhode Island lead paint litigation, that feeling seemed to dominate.  When I spoke 
to the juriors afterward they did not cite the scientific data as what led to their decision 
but rather the judge's instructions. 

The Hauser Effect could kick the moorings out from much of how the defense bar 
prepares its strategies and tactics.  It could also cause push-back from all the players, 
especially students, in the global academic game of leveraging university credentials for 
competitive edges in a Darwinian global marketplace.  
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Offers/Requests to Work-For-Free Poisoning The Well 

There's a crude saying in professional services: Poisoning the well.  

Decoded that means that some action has irreversibly damaged the career prospects, 
usually during a job search, of players or would-be players.  Among what is seen as 
poisoning the well is when it's out in the open that the player has agreed to work free - 
note not pro bono but free - or that an organization requests people to work free - note not 
as a volunteer as in a political campaign but to fill a usual slot without compensation. 

Overall, our generation is bearing witness to offers to work free and requests for free 
work as exactly the wrong moves to make.  Agreeing to labor in the vineyard for lower 
than usual compensation is one thing.  There are myriad ads on Craigslist for part-time 
legal jobs which pay peanuts.  But they pay.  They ensure a normal business relationship 
on the part of the employer and employee. There are also ads for freelance gigs doing 
writing or administrative tasks related to law which pay badly.  But, again, they pay. 

One has to keep center in one's desperation that we are all operating in a capitalist 
system.  Malcolm Forbes captures the ethos best when he opined: don't give away what 
you can sell.  If we are clever, cunning, and have push, we can probably find a buyer for 
our skills.  
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No-Hire-Back Rule: Laid-off in law, many other professions, are damaged 
goods 

For legal purposes and public relations statements, reductions-in-force are configured to 
have a solid business rationale.  But, those in the hiring loop, be they employers or head-
hunters, recognize the non-business aspects of being cut.  So, the reality is that the laid-
off become damaged goods, at least in the eyes of the organizations which let them 
go.  In addition, it's common sense that those who had been laid off might re-enter the 
environment, if invited, with a hit to their self-confidence.  And as Harvard Business 
Professor Rosabeth Moss Kanter hammered in her book CONFIDENCE, confidence is 
essential to turn around and exit a downward trajectory. 

Therefore, it is noble that on THE CAREERIST, Vivia Chen recommends that, with the 
market for legal talent picking up in some practices, those let-go be rehired. That's not 
going to happen, not in law, not in other professional services.  Regarding the latter, after 
employees were let go, they are usually re-hired on a contract basis. If former employees 
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can handle that, the arrangement works.   If not, it eats at them and hurts their reputation 
as well as confidence.   

Mostly those at the end of their career runway accept offers to return as just-in-time 
workers.  It's unlikely on "The Good Wife," that Carey, who had been laid-off, would 
accept an offer to return.  He's now no newbie in how to play to win in a legal career.  He 
will take the next step moving away from the so-called scene of the crime, not backwards 
that way. 

Not only do we capitalists seek to "start fresh," it's a human myth that new is 
better.  That's why in confusing middle age, as I explain on my Baby Boomer site, we 
seek out new mates, new cars, new bodies, and new ways of making a living.  
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Social Media Lesson for Law Firms: How Marler Clark Got to Own Food-
Borne Disease Category 

No question, the lawyers at Marler Clark are smart, quick on their feet, and hard-
working.  But those attributes in themselves would never have been enough for the 
plaintiff firm to "own" the food-borne disease litigation category.  What got it there has 
been, I am convinced, its astute and persistent use of social media.  Bill Marler was an 
early adopter in blogging and has since been early adopter on just about every other tool 
of social media.  

So, it's no surprise that the lead paragraph on THE NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL's 
coverage of the Salmonella outbreak in eggs states, "Seattle food illness plaintiffs law 
firm Marler Clark filed what it believes is the first lawsuit linked to the nationwide recall 
of 380 million eggs." 

Law firms which want to dominate a category, whether it be IP or medical devices, have 
to get smarter faster about social media.  That can start with analyzing what Bill Marler 
posts daily.  No, he doesn't post three times a week, which some supposed experts in 
social media are advising their [naive] clients.  He posts compulsively.  Often for 
breaking news on an E-coli outbreak, I go to his blog, not THE NEW YORK TIMES. 

Next, law firms have to leverage that into other forms of marketing or what's called 
multi-channel marketing.  By itself, social media is no longer enough.  It could have been 
when blogging, tweeting, and YouTube were new.  Bill Marler supplements social media 
with just about everything, including seminars in China and sponsoring his own 
research.  Here is the talk I gave on multi-channel marketing for law firms for ExecSense 
Download Rainmaking. 
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And, three, break away from the pack.  Historically law firms essentially were a 
monolith.  Now they compete with each other for business in an era of high client 
churn.  The way to attract business is to provide a value proposition which seems fresh to 
prospects.  

Years ago I did some digital work for Bill Marler.  Then, as now, he's a genius in 
marketing that doesn't seem the least bit as marketing but much more like public service.  
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The New White-Collar Hustler - Homarus americanus 

The old-fashioned term for it is "hustling."  In 2003, trend-watcher Daniel Pink called it 
the "Free Agent Economy" in his book FREE AGENT NATION.  Other labels range 
from generating multiple sources of income to moonlighting.   

The latter is what THE WALL STREET JOURNAL uses to describe the growing band of 
white-collar workers who do not depend on a job for all of their income.  Increasingly a 
part of this is running a business.  

Many lawyers will have to embrace this model to make a living.  Legal consultant 
Hildebrandt Baker Robbins does not see any turnaround in the traditional legal 
market.  Should there be a double-dip recession, a possibility even THE ECONOMIST 
plays with, clients are less likely to start projects or, if so, to farm them out. 

And not all lawyers will be scrambling because they got the boot or never got a job to 
begin with. There is the march out of BigLaw to start their own firms which charge less 
than BigLaw.  Of course, many anticipate this model to dominate.  Until it does, though, 
lawyers might have to resign themselves to doing a number of things to support 
themselves and their families until the firm reaches breakeven and then builds profits.   

After years of getting by on our education, ability to understand the game, and a well-
connected network, hustling is a shock.  Then we might even start to enjoy trying out 
marketing tactics, juggling different kinds of work, and entering new niches.  Meanwhile, 
we're vulnerable, to just about everything.   

In his book WHEN YOU'RE FALLING, DIVE, Mark Matousek tells the tale of the the 
American lobster Homarus americanus.  Annually it dives to the bottom of the ocean, 
sheds its shell, and then has to stay alive while it grows a new shell.  Its goal, says 
Mataousek, is "not get smashed too hard before its second skin grows back."  Here is my 
exclusive interview with Matousek as one of the Fifty-Over-50 with unusual 
accomplishments.  
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Gunshots to the head, performance art, gas & suicide 

Suicide, because of its higher than average rate among lawyers, always draws interest in 
legal circles. That higher rate is estimated to be six times the rate in the general 
population. 

The method of suicide has a lot to say about who we are and how we are seeing the world 
before we shut out the lights.  At least that's what I have always opined.   

There are the law partners, who after a setback at work, go into the office, sit at their 
desks, and blow their brains out.  Then there are the partners who choose the beach to 
inflict a fatal gunshot wound to the head.  Then there are more flamboyant ways out.   

There is the performance art of jumping in front of trains as one partner did.  Outside of 
law, there has been a rash of taking a leap off roofs.  That's the way Michael Edward 
Pickels recently went while the rest of his friends were enjoying a concert at Mountain 
Winery in Saratoga Hills, California.  Pickels dove onto the stage. 

Wit and, when she wasn't drunk, writer Dorothy Parker sought a quiet hedge.  She took a 
lot of pills.  Like Sylvia Plath, that was hedged with the schedule of someone who was 
supposed to arrive in the apartment before the end came.  Plath wasn't lucky that 
way.  Parker arranged her timing better. 

Perhaps in trying to intervene in the death march we should engage the person in despair 
about how the act might play out.  That might provide unique insight into who they really 
are and where they are emotionally.  Who knows, that method could work.  Why not try 
it. 
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The Impaired Lawyer: And WIRED thought it knew something about that 

Shock shock.  That was WIRED's reaction to receiving a record number of reader 
comments in response to its July article "The Secret of AA."  That number was 850.  The 
runner-up was the 525 comments from readers when "The New Atheism" had been 
published.  

The shock might be that there weren't more comments, particularly challenging ones, for 
an article which purported to seem to know something about a very mysterious 
disease.  Yes, the article admits it does not know how AA works. But there seemed a 
smugness or too great a level of comfort with a phenomenon so little understood.  

What we do know is that studies show there is an unusually high rate of alcoholism 
among lawyers.  The head of The Other Bar, a lawyer-to-lawyer program for alcoholics, 
estimates that between 15 to 17 percent of California attorneys are alcoholics.  There is 
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also the observational evidence: the rooms of 12-step programs are filled with 
lawyers.  The metro-area meetings are the most filled.  

We also know that so little research has been done on this force which seems to pursue 
the most talented in our society.  My hunch is that the product is much too profitable, 
even if all the alcoholics stopped consuming it, to be looked at too closely.   

In addition, we know from the rooms of 12-step programs and anecdotes of other kinds of 
intervention and treatment that the success rate is low.  "Success" is usually defined as 
stopping drinking for five years.  A more relaxed definition might be "being able to drink 
safely."  Why hasn't this score been improved?  What's standing in the way between 
someone who loses control over alcohol consumption and someone for who the substance 
is no longer a problem?  In the film "The Verdict" the drunken lawyer played by Paul 
Newman stops all that.  In real life stopping is unusual. 

Perhaps like the many other successful activist groups around - think gays who wanted to 
marry - alcoholics in all professions [I'm in writing], not only law, should lobby for more 
research without self-hate and shame.  

Note:  During my 30 years in the rooms of 12-step programs I have developed a theory 
that most kinds of alcoholism - and I believe there are kinds of it just like there are kinds 
of cancer - are triggered by a difficulty processing glucose.  Drunkenness mimics the 
symptoms of low blood sugar. 
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Jobless Legal: NYC still okay as base of operations 

As layoffs decimated the numbers of employed young lawyers in New York City, the 
major question was: stay or go.   

Staying meant high fixed costs for lodging, food, and transportation.  But it also meant 
hope to remain in the big time, either in or outside law, since NYC has so many well-
paying industries and jobs.  It was unlikely, though, they would be able to resume their 
law firm career since the laid-off are rarely rehired.  That's an issue THE CAREERIST is 
arguing about: how, when law firms start hiring again, they should select from those they 
had let go. 

Leaving meant surrendering the dream and usually not having an option to return.  In 
addition, it mandated starting over again, including with putting together a new social 
network. 

Those who stayed have some good news.  Overall, the job market is bouncing back. In 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, Joseph De Avila reports, "The city's unemployment 
rate fell to 9.4% last month [July], compared with 9.5% in June and last year's high of 
10.5%, the New York Labor Department reported Thursday." 
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NYC remains one of the areas in which the new influentials gather.  That breed of 
contemporary mover and shaker economic development expert Richard Florida calls the 
"creative class."  Even though it's a digital era, members of the creative class tend to want 
to live near each other.  So much is still passed along in the form of good ideas and fresh 
perspectives when people meet in-person. A quick chat on the commuter train can change 
a whole approach to a marketing campaign or tone of a book. 
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Skadden's advice to HP - get it all out there - shrewd PR 

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom has the premium brandname it does because it 
has reputation management down cold - that is the clients's.   

Therefore, it's no surprise that as the HP Mark Hurd ethics scandal was ready to blow, 
Skadden advised, reports Brian Baxter in AM LAW DAILY, "HP's directors to disclose 
Fisher's sexual harassment allegation even though the company was not required to do so 
and even though the board soon learned the allegations themselves were 
unsubstantiated." 

It's an axiom of crisis management, which is central to protecting the reputation or brand, 
to get it all out there and get it out fast.  First of all, that makes the media fat and happy 
with material.  The grapevine will go wild but it will eventually stop.  Unlikely it will 
reach that fever pitch again during the crisis.   

Secondly, the disclosure positions the organization as at least trying to be straight.  That 
can create some kind of goodwill.   

Third, the organization is demonstrating that no executive is above the rules everyone in 
the company must obey.   

What separates top law firms from second-tier ones is that the former approach the 
clients's legal issues as a business problem. Any HP legal vulnerability - and it has been 
sued by a Massachusetts shareholder group - had to be addressed within the context of all 
its business systems, including its branding.  In an edition of Jones Day's PRACTICE 
PERSPECTIVES, Mickey Pohl hammered that the job of a law firm is to protect clients's 
business, not just solve a legal problem in isolation. 
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Law Hiring: It's about the bird in the hand, not in the bush 

The legal media and the young lawyers and law students who follow it focus on any sign 
that hiring is improving.   
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The latest example of that TEXAS LAWYER's Jeanne Graham reports that "four of the 
largest firms in Texas say they plan to hire more summer associates for 2011 than they 
did this year." Great.   

But those offers are not birds in the hand.  They, like so many deferred associates, could 
remain birds in the bush.  Should the firm's fortunes not continue to improve they could 
follow the now common practice of law firms's making offers and then not having those 
promises turn into jobs to report to for years or maybe never.  

Until summers or associates show up onsite for work, get an ID badge, and a payroll 
number, they are not working.  The paradoxical issue here is that lawyers are trained in 
analysis, yet they so easily fall prey to magical thinking.  
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